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Introduction
Blood vessel imaging and analysis are important tasks for
medical and biometric purposes. From the medical point of
view human blood vessels give information about health
and possible disease or stroke, hence it is important to
develop a precise image acquisition system and image
processing algorithms. Blood vessel structures can also be
used for person identification, for example, palm vein
pattern recognition that has become popular in recent years
[2]. Human palm veins have a complicated vessel pattern,
and are unique among every person. Therefore, it gives a
good opportunity to use them for biometric purposes.
Two methods of blood vessel image acquisition in
near infrared light will be discussed in this paper. The
quality of images acquired by each method will be
evaluated to determine the best of the methods used.

Fig. 1. Absorption spectrum of oxygenated and deoxygenated
hemoglobin (Hb) [1]

The reflection method illuminates the target part from
the front and the transmission method − from the back, the
side, or the surface around the target [2].
In the reflection method palm can be illuminated with
IR LEDs, the reflected light filtered with IR filter and the
image captured by low-cost charge-couple device (CCD)
camera. In transmission method the setup remains the
same, except that IR light source is located on the opposite
side of the palm. Both imaging methods are evaluated and
compared.

Absorption and methods
Most of the popular methods of blood vessel imaging
are based on blood infrared (IR) light absorption. To
understand the idea of these methods better, properties of
IR light absorption in blood vessels is explained next.
Hemoglobin molecule is the primary transporter of
oxygen in mammals and many other species. Research
shows that hemoglobin in blood leaving the lungs is about
98–99 % saturated with oxygen [1]. It becomes
deoxygenated when oxygen is lost at peripheral vessels in
the body. Arteries contain oxygenated and veins contain
deoxygenated hemoglobin. These two types of hemoglobin
have different absorption spectra (Fig. 1).
Deoxygenated hemoglobin absorbs light having a
wavelength of about 760 nm within the near-infrared
(NIR) area. When capturing an image of a body, vessels
will appear darker than the other parts because they absorb
IR rays better than the surrounding tissue.
There are two imaging methods for veins that are
discussed in this paper: reflection and transmission. There
is also an option to use thermal camera to obtain palm vein
images [3]. However, such cameras are very expensive,
and therefore, they are not discussed here.

Image acquisition system
PC based image acquisition system was developed for
experiments. It consists of low cost CCD camera module
with good NIR sensitivity [4], IR LED sockets matrix with
fast and easy LED replacement option, frosted glass to
diffuse emitted IR rays evenly, IR pass filter with 760nm
or 850nm transmission wavelength to filter the visible light
spectrum, a palm fixing stand and an image acquisition
USB module to transfer captured images to PC. Reflection
method based system scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2, where:
a – camera, b – LED matrix, c – frosted glass, d – IR band
pass filter.
Pictures were taken in NIR spectrum. For every
experiment ten pictures of palm have been captured.
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might be considered as insignificant noise because they are
below the threshold level and do not enter the recognition
stage. Significant noise contains objects that look similar to
blood vessels on the captured image. These include skin
wrinkles for the reflection method, and bones for the
transmission method.
Insignificant noise should be ignored in evaluation.
This would also comply with the purpose of the
experiment: to find the optimal IR wavelength, which will
display vessels better than the other significant objects.
Therefore, a different approach was developed.
Instead of calculating signal and noise energy as S/N
approach does, we work with objects count: nS (for signal)
and nN (for significant noise).
The main task of the image acquisition system is to
capture an image with more vessels, and less noise.
Therefore, these two parameters describe the effectiveness
of such a system:
1. Purity value:

Fig. 2. Image acquisition system setup

Experiments
In the first experiment seven narrow-band IR LEDs
with different wavelengths were used. The images for each
of the wavelengths from 760−940 nm were acquired using
the reflection method. To gain more information about
illumination properties of blood vessels no IR filters were
used in this experiment.
In the second experiment only two different
wavelengths of IR LEDs 760nm and 850nm were used
with optical IR filters, to compare the influence of daylight
on image quality.
In the next step the reflection and transmission
methods were compared. For this experiment the frosted
glass and IR LEDs from the camera base platform were not
used. Wide spectrum IR light emitter was used to
illuminate the palm from the rear side and then the IR
images were captured using IR filters (760 or 850nm).
Captured images were analyzed in MATLAB to find
the best wavelength, filter and method to capture a blood
vessel structure. The image processing and evaluation
principles will be explained in the next paragraph.

P=
2.

nS
;
nS + n N

(1)

Detected vessels count: nS.

The importance of these parameters for biometric
recognition will be explained using an example in Fig. 6.
It is complicated to compare image acquisition
methods, by using two parameters simultaneously;
therefore we calculate their product and call it
“effectiveness index”:
Eff(T) = P·nS =

nS2 .
nS + n N

(2)

Note, the amount of detected signals and significant
noise objects depend on the chosen threshold level T.
For each image, the effectiveness index is observed
at different threshold levels, and its maximum is the
criteria of evaluation.
Evaluation process

Evaluation method

Evaluation process will be demonstrated on the 8-bit
image, shown in Fig. 3. Vessels and the other structures are
hardly noticeable, because they are only few intensity
quantization levels darker than the surrounding
background (which will be demonstrated in Fig. 6).
Evaluation process starts with the matched filtering at
different mask angles. After examining the parameters of
palm vein cross section [6], the appropriate matched filter
masks are generated
 x '2 
−m,
H (u, v) = − exp −
(3)
 2σ 2 


(4)
x' = u cos ϕ + v sin ϕ ,

There are several ways to evaluate image quality. For
example, it can be evaluated by a histogram. This approach
gives information about the image contrast and intensity
dynamic range. However, it will be hard to specify whether
these parameters refer to the palm veins (signal), or to the
other objects (noise). Therefore, it is not informative to
compare described image acquisition methods by a
histogram. It is preferable to obtain information about
signal and noise separately.
Image quality might also be evaluated by
a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. In our case, the standard
estimated S/N value is also uninformative, because it
includes all noise. However, noise should be divided into
significant and insignificant, and the second one ignored.
Image processing usually includes filtration and
threshold operations, before the recognition stage. Image
filtration attenuates details different from vessels (i.e.
image background and noise), and is usually followed by
the threshold operation to eliminate them. Those details

where H – generated matched filter mask with coordinates
u, v; σ – a standard deviation of Gaussian curve; m – mean
value of the filter mask; φ (0 ≤ φ ≤ π) – mask rotation
angle. The matched filter will have its peak response only
when it is aligned in the same angle with vessel. So the
filter needs to be rotated by all possible angles, to obtain
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more detailed filtration result. Matched filter mask was
normalized for the peak response value to be equal with
the vessel’s effective intensity depth (comparing to the
surrounding background intensity level). The result of the
matched filtering is shown in Fig. 4. As you can see, image
details, including vessels and significant noise are
extracted, unlike with the background and insignificant
noise. Threshold operation is applied next to eliminate
weak responses (insignificant noise). In the experiment it
was 20% of the maximum response value. Hereafter, only
the signal and significant noise are left (Fig. 5).

threshold levels segment is not available. Semi-manually
segments were divided into vessel and non-vessel
ones, and counted at each threshold level. The result is the
diagram, similar to Fig. 6, where X-axis represents the
threshold T used (also equal to the effective vessel depth,
measured in intensity quantization levels); in the first
graph Y-axis shows objects count: grey represents vessel
segments nS, black – noise segments nN; the second graph
shows the effectiveness index Eff. At lower threshold levels
the count of noise objects increases dramatically and the
effectiveness index falls. Further Fig. 6 is used to describe
how these parameters relate to biometry.

Fig. 3. Captured palm image
Fig. 6. Segments count and the effectiveness index at different
threshold levels (example)

Let’s assume that a threshold level is set to 5.5. Then
only 1 clear object is found, that is a vessel. Purity is 100%
because of noise object absence. However, it is very hard
to recognize the person by only one vessel, and the false
results are expected. Therefore the effectiveness is low.
With the threshold level at 4.8 the effectiveness index is
greater, because purity remains 100%, yet we have 2 clear
objects. At the threshold level of 4.5 effectiveness index
decreases, because the non-vessel objects are considered as
noise. Maximum effectiveness index 3.2 is achieved at the
threshold level 3.8, when there are 4 vessels and only 1
noise object. Purity is 80%. This is better for recognition
and fewer false results can be expected. Similarly, we
search for maximum possible effectiveness index for all
the acquired images.
For the images with less expressed vessels, the
maximum effectiveness index would be lower and the
opposite – greater effectiveness index means strongly
expressed vessels, comparing to the other image noise. The
next chapter will compare both image acquisition methods.

Fig. 4. Image after matched filtering

Experimental results
The experimental results (Fig.7.) shown that the image
acquisition in infrared light with the transmission method
gives better effectiveness index than the reflection method.
The standard deviation of effectiveness index lies within
the interval between 0.212 and 0.358. System based on the
transmission method will be bigger and will consume more
power because of the wide infrared spectrum illuminator.
If such system is needed, things like power consumption
and dimensions must be taken into account. For blood
vessel imaging it is preferable to use the transmission

Fig. 5. Segments after thresholding (example)

Now program divides an image into segments by finding
line fragments, and the maximum response within each
segment is saved. For each segment, this is the maximum
threshold value necessary for detecting it − at higher
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method, but it is limited to the parts of a human body
where the light can’t be illuminated through and the picture
captured from the other side.

order to find the best infrared wavelength for palm vein
pattern imaging. After calculating the effectiveness index
in images, it was shown that the best image quality is with
the reflection method when using 760nm IR LEDs with
optical filter. It confirms the theory mentioned in the first
paragraph (Fig. 1).
Experiments with transmission method gave better
results than the reflection method. However, with 760nm
filter results were almost same as with the reflection
method. The best results with transmission method were
acquired with 850 nm filter. Usage of IR optical filter
slightly improved the quality of images.
Future plans involve development of biometric person
identification system based on the reflection method and
image processing algorithm developed before [5].
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of reflection method
Table 1. Transmission method results
λ, nm
No filter
Effectiveness index
4,51

760
4,21

850
4,63

If the system is used for person identification by its
biometric properties, then the reflection method would be
the right choice, because smaller and non contact system
can be designed. If we use blood vessels for human
identification, palm print relief can be used as an extra
parameter for analysis.
Conclusions
This paper has introduced an effective approach to acquire
infrared images of human palm vein patterns. According
experiments have been done to evaluate all methods and
compare results. Filtered image quality is evaluated in
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